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ZEROWater

ーWith the force of zero magnetic field deliciously and healthierly the waterー

The zero magnetic field will adjust the quality of the water!
Mechanism of Zero magnetic field generating subtrate

ZERO Water converts water into magnetic field water with "zero magnetic
field" created using radio waves and electromagnetic waves in the air, and

Electromagnetic wave
receiving antenna

further to tasty and healthy water.

What's Zerojiba？「HEALING ZERO FIELD®」

Antiphase coil

ZERO FIT incorporates a zero magnetic field generation circuit, and absorbs and
exploits radio waves and electromagnetic waves in the living environment to
create an energy field "zero magnetic field" very close to the power spot. "Zero
magnetic field" gives various good effects to the human body, at the same time it

Absorb radio waves and electromagnetic waves in space from
the receiving antenna, a zero magnetic field is created by the
current flowing in the opposite phase coil.

prevents oxidation of water and creates a change in taste.

Effect of Zerojiba
There are three major effects of zero magnetic field.
1. Stress relief 2. Relax 3. Improvement of antioxidant capacity For
each item we conducted a test for 60 minutes each. Despite a short
period of time the following results have come up.

◇ The stress level is reduced by 13% than usual
◇ Brain alpha wave doubled than normal
◇ Antioxidant power increased by 11% than usual

ZERO Water

More delicious and healthier ...
It converts tap water and mineral water to magnetic field water
with the power of zero magnetic field.
It is recommended not only for people but also for preventing
oxidation of water and hood drinking by pets.
If you lay it under the plant, the water will become

Example of use
◇As a coaster under a glass · plastic bottle with drinks!
◇Put it under electric appliances such as electric kettle,
water purifier, rice cooker!

less tolerable and better condition.

◇Pet water supply!
◇Under the plants' pots!
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Package

Size：H10×W10×D0.1mm
Package size：H180×W100×D8mm
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―User Voice―
The taste of tap water became mild.
I use it when I drink wine. I drink cheap young wine,
I was surprised that the taste got deeper like an aged wine.

Color：Gold
JAN：4532292011199
Part number：ZMW-001
Price：18,000 yen(tax-excluded)

Verification of plant cultivation using zero magnetic field
is now being delivered!

← Let's check here!

